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2 RULES 

2.1 The event is governed by the rules as defined in The Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS),  

Appendix WF 

https://www.sailing.org/tools/documents/DR2105AppendixWFWingfoilingRacingrulesJune20

21-[27358].pdf  

2.1.1 RRS Appendix WF.3.31 is deleted. Standard RRS 31 applies. 

 

5 SCHEDULE 

5.4 Addendum 3 shows the provisional race schedule, including the time of the first warning 

signal and the number of scheduled races. 

 

6 FORMAT AND SCORING 

NoR/SI 6 is deleted and replaced with: 

6.1 The format will be 



6.1.1 For the mens event, a long distance series, followed by a qualifying series and a final series. 

There will be three fleets. 

6.1.2 For the womens event, a long distance series followed by a single series. 

6.2 The long distance series is schedule for the first racing day, morning session. 

6.2.1 A wingfoils score for a long distance race will be divided by the number of fleets in the event 

rounded to the nearest tenth of a point (0.05 to be rounded upward). 

6.3 When there is a Final Series, it is scheduled for the last racing day. 

6.4 When the format includes a Qualifying Series: 

a) Wingfoils will be assigned to fleets yellow, blue, red etc., of, as nearly as possible, 

equal size and ability. Assignments will be made by the race committee based on the 

wingfoils’ standing at the end of the long distance series regardless of pending 

hearings and will be posted at least 30 minutes before the first warning signal is 

made.  Those assignments will not be grounds for redress. This changes RRS 62.1(a). 

b) Wingfoils will be reassigned to fleets after each morning session and each afternoon 

session. If all fleets have completed the same number of races, wingfoils will be 

reassigned on the basis of their ranks in the series. If all fleets have not completed 

the same number of races, the series scores for reassignment will be calculated for 

those races, numbered in order of completion, completed by all fleets. For three 

fleets, and similarly for any other number, reassignments will be made as follows: 

First  Yellow 

Second  Blue 

Third  Red 

Forth  Red 

Fifth  Blue 

Sixth  Yellow 

Seventh Yellow 

etc. 

c) Reassignments of fleets will be based on the standings available 60 minutes after the 

last finisher of the previous session, regardless of pending hearings. 

d) If all fleets have not completed the same number of races by the end of a session, 

scores for the most recent races will be excluded so that all wingfoils have the same 

number of race scores. 

e) RRS A5.2 is changed so that the scores are based on the number of wingfoils assigned 

to the biggest fleet. 

6.5 If 4 or more races are completed by each fleet at the end of the Qualifying Series: 

a) Wingfoils will be assigned to fleets gold, silver, bronze etc., based on their Qualifying 

Series ranking. There will be the same number of fleets in in the Final Series as there 

were in the Qualifying Series. The Final Series fleets will have, as nearly as possible, 

equal size and the Gold fleet will not be smaller than any other fleet. Wingfoils with 

the best Qualifying Series ranks will race all Final Series races in fleet gold, wingfoils 

with the next-best Qualifying Series ranking will race in fleet silver, etc. 



b) Any recalculation of rankings after wingfoils have been assigned to Final Series fleets 

will not affect the assignments except that a redress decision may promote a wingfoil 

to a higher fleet. 

6.6 A wingfoil’s  series score will be the total of her race scores except that: 

● when from 4 to 6 races have been completed her worst score will be excluded; 

● when from 7 to 10 races have been completed her two worst scores will be excluded; 

● when 11 or more races have been completed her three worst scores will be excluded; 

however, not more than one score from the Final Series may be excluded. This changes RRS 

A2. 

6.7 When there is a Final Series, wingfoils will be ranked in the order of the wingfoils competing 

in fleets gold, silver, bronze, etc. This may not apply to a wingfoil disqualified under RRS 6 or 

69. 

6.8 Division rankings (if any) will be established by simple extraction from the overall standings. 

6.9 To request correction of an alleged error in posted race or series results, a wingfoil may 

submit a scoring enquiry through the online platform. 

 

8 COURSES AND RACING AREAS 

8.5 Course Marks will be: 

Mark 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6:  Red robotic marks 

Finishing marks :  RC vessel and yellow robotic mark 

Starting marks   RC vessel and yellow robotic mark 

 

9 STARTING AND FINISHING 

9.7 For the long distance races a Rabbit start will be used: at the starting signal a Rabbit (a vessel 

displaying a white wingfoil class flag towing a small marker buoy) will proceed at high and 

constant speed from the starting mark to the race committee vessel. The starting line will be 

between the course side of the starting mark and marker buoy towed by the Rabbit.  

9.7.1 A Wingfoil shall not sail between the race committee vessel and the marker buoy towed by 

the Rabbit from one minute before her starting signal until she starts. If a wingfoil breaks this 

rule and is identified, she shall be disqualified without a hearing, even if the race is restarted 

or resailed, but not if it is postponed or abandoned before the starting signal. Her 

disqualification shall not be excluded in calculating her series score. 

This changes RRS 36 and A5. 

 



12 COMMUNICATION WITH 

COMPETITORS 

12.2.1 The Official Flag Pole is located in front of the race office at Univela Sailing. 

12.9 Class flags are: 

WingFoil Open Men Yellow / Gold: Yellow flag with WingFoil logo 

WingFoil Open Men Blue / Silver: Blue flag with WingFoil logo 

WingFoil Open Men Red / Bronze: Red flag with WingFoil logo 

WingFoil Open Women:  Green flag with WingFoil logo 

WingFoil Open Long Distance:  White flag with WingFoil logo 

 

18 PROTESTS, PENALTIES AND 

      REQUESTS FOR REDRESS 

18.2.1 The protest time limit is 45 minutes after the last wingfoil has finished the last race of the day 

for that fleet, or when AP over A, or N over A is displayed.  

 

  



ADDENDUM 1 

COURSE DIAGRAMS 

Addendum 1 is deleted and replaced with 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

ADDENDUM 3 

SCHEDULE OF RACES 

Event Stage 19 Oct 2022 20 Oct 2022 21 Oct 2022 22 Oct 2022 

 Warning Signal Warning Signal Warning Signal Warning Signal 

 Format Format Format Format 

Morning Session 0900 0900 0900 0900 

 Long Distance QS/Single QS/Single FS/Single 

Afternoon Session 1300 1300 1300 1300 

 QS/Single QS/Single QS/Single FS/Single 

 


